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Contents, Instructions & Checklist 
Photographer/Studio Services Agreement 

  
This Package Contains: 

  
1. Information About Photographers 

The basics about photography/photographers 
2. Instructions for Completing the Photographer/Studio Services Agreement 

Includes money saving and industry savvy tips. 
3. The ultimate Photographer/Studio Services Agreement 

Type negotiated points into convenient fill-in-the-blank fields. 
4. For Photographer/Studio Review 

An important document for your photographer to review. 
5. Photographer/Studio Contract Addendum  

Perfect for YOUR additions to the Photographer/Studio’s own contract. 
 
Both the client and service provider must sign the Agreement. Two originals should be 

 signed as each party will want to keep a copy of the Agreement.   
 

This Agreement should be signed at the beginning of the term of service. 
 

The purchase and use of these materials is subject to the “Disclaimer and Terms of Use”  
 found at SmartWeddingContracts.com   
 

Laws vary from time to time and from state to state. These materials are not intended to  
 be and  are not a substitute for legal advice.   
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PHOTOGRAPHERS  

 
 
Congratulations on Your Engagement 
 
Understanding a little bit about photography equipment, styles of shooting, and how photographers 
charge will pay big dividends during negotiations. 
 
It may not be immediately obvious that there's a lot riding on the line when it comes to your wedding 
photography, but think about it. Five, ten, or fifty years from now, the only lasting piece of your wedding 
that you will possess will be the photographs taken and given to you by your photog.    
 
Choosing the ideal wedding photographer isn't easy because the photographic style (e.g., traditional, 
photojournalistic, natural, or artistically retouched) that appeals to one bride may not appeal to another. 
That means that there is no perfect formula you can follow to find a wedding photographer you'll love.  
 
Photography is unlike any other service provided by wedding vendors because it is an art form rather than 
a science, and there are so many different ways to produce beautiful wedding photographs. For example, 
film photography and digital photography both have their charms. Traditionally posed wedding photos 
are stunning when framed, but the photojournalistic pics of the reception will be so much more 
compelling in a few years.  
 
That said, no matter what style of wedding photography matches your matrimonial personality, you have 
the right to expect certain things from your wedding photographer. Barring unforeseen emergencies, they 
need to show up – or an agreed-upon substitute needs to show up – on time, with equipment and back-up 
equipment, and frequently at least one assistant. Your wedding photographer needs to deliver proofs 
within an agreed upon period of weeks and then deliver your prints and albums within an agreed upon 
period of months. And that means proofs, prints, and albums that look like what you asked for, whether 
that was heavily retouched artistic images or natural, gritty true-to-life ones.  
 
This is one area where it is super important to get referrals – even satisfied clients may let slip that the 
photographer was in the way during the ceremony or stealthily sat down to a leisurely meal during the 
buffet reception. And look beyond the usual portfolio of perfect images filled with gorgeous brides and 
grooms. Many wedding photographers will let you look at the online albums of previous clients (which 
are often public anyway) so you can see what a real wedding, with real people, looks like as shot by them. 
These will give you a much better idea of what your wedding photos will ultimately look like.  
 
Remember, that no amount of talent can compensate for a photographer who disregards your list of must-
have shots, is distracted during important moments like the first dance and cake cutting, or worse, simply 
ignores the fact that they are shooting what is one of the most important events in the lives of multiple 
people and instead treats your wedding like a personal art project.  
 
May all of Your Wedding Day Dreams Come True - The Wedding Professor 
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Instructions for Completing the Photographer/Studio Services Agreement 

 
Taking the time to study the details of the Photographer/Studio Services Agreement (as well as the 
Instructions for Completing the Photographer/Studio Services Agreement) will be enlightening, 
financially rewarding, and even reassuring. Ultimately, when you help to forge the contract and 
understand its’ terminology, you will spare yourself the worry of wondering if you've made your 
expectations clear. 
 
Most photographers expect you to sign what amounts to be a one-sided contract that you have never 
before seen, that uses terms that may be foreign to you, and that does not protect your interests.  STOP! 
You are the “Client” forking over your hard earned money and are therefore entitled to an agreement that 
protects your interests.  You need to co-create, with your photographer, a better agreement or risk 
financial loss and/or emotional disappointment. 
   
It is strongly suggested that you read, and re-read, the documents prior to meeting with a photographer so 
that you are fully prepared to use your insider knowledge during negotiations while gaining vendor 
respect as an educated bride.  
 
A meaningful contract establishes the Photographer/Studio’s obligation to the Client and outlines what is 
required for the Photographer/Studio’s success by defining factors related to their performance. A 
thorough contract also spells out numerous fine details. 
 
Whenever a clause is not mutually agreed upon, strike a line through it, and co-initial the change with the 
vendor.  When an item, or blank space, does not apply write in NA (not applicable).  
  
Co-signing every page leads to a vendors clear understanding of your expectations while establishing 
professional rapport.  Your goal is to reach a mutually beneficial agreement that fully outlines what you 
are receiving for your investment.    
 

What if the photographer wants to use their own contract? 
 
If a Photographer you're considering is initially hesitant to work with you to craft a custom contract, don't 
be shy. Give the photographer a copy of the document titled For Photographer/Studio Review.  Tell 
him or her outright that your interests must be protected and that you are willing to use their contract if 
you can add mutually acceptable clauses from the Photographer/Studio Services Agreement into an 
addendum to their contract. Use the Photographer/Studio Contract Addendum provided to spell out all 
important details not covered by the Photographers standard contract. And never forget that each of you 
should receive a signed copy of the document. 
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STARTING WITH THE FIRST PAGE of the Photographer/Studio Services Agreement. 
Date the agreement while identifying the parties to the contract. 
 
1. SERVICES: 

Enter the names of Client and Photographer/Studio. 
 
2. FINAL PRODUCTS: 

Describe the CD’s, DVD’s, Album (s), Prints, Proofs, Online Albums, Thank You or other 
Note Cards, Box or Album for proofs, additional products included in your package and the 
purchase of Digital Negatives with a release form that states that you can, not for profit, freely 
reproduce images. Remember to write in the fees for extra prints, albums etc.   

 
3. PAYMENT: 

Photographers very often request a non-refundable retainer. This policy is explained as 
standard practice as the Photographer is blocking out your date from his/her work schedule.  

 
You must negotiate the terms and conditions for the loss of any monies and/or balances owed 
should you cancel the contract. To review negotiation possibilities study clauses (8, I) 
CANCELLATION and (8 Ll) RESCHEDULE/POSTPONEMENT.   

 
Payment Policies include the acceptable forms of payment, a defined payment schedule, 
bounced check charges, and penalties for late payment etc.  

 
Whenever possible, make payments using a credit card as they often offer better protection. 
Some studios will not accept credit cards as they are aware of the foregoing. 

 
4. NOTICE: 

 Insert the name and address where a notice would be delivered.  
 
5. ADDITIONAL CHARGES/EXPENSES/ACCOMODATIONS: 

A photographer may expect that expenses such as parking, shipping, permits or destination 
travel fees, including accommodations and meals, be reimbursed. Set a limit to the expenses 
that your photographer can incur without your permission.  

 
Insert in the space provided fees that the photographer might charge for consultation, scouting 
out your wedding venue (s) prior to your wedding day, or to imprint your names and wedding 
date on the cover of your album.  

 
It is possible that you will be adding to your package. Obtain, in writing, the fees that the 
photographer would charge for add-ons such as an engagement shoot, formal bridal photo, or 
the hiring of an assistant. Continued… 
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Space is provided elsewhere to notate overtime fees, costs for adding album pages and, 
archiving fees. You may also use the space in item (7) ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS -
SPECIAL PROVISIONS to get everything promised you in writing including any satisfaction 
guarantee offers. 
 

6. TIME & PLACE OF SERVICE: 
While this item is self-explanatory it will be helpful for you to make a copy of this Smart 
Wedding Contract Agreement page as you will need this information when creating your 
timelines.  

 
7. ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS/SPECIAL PROVISIONS:  

Your photographer may want your agreement to include clauses from their attorney reviewed 
contract. Most of these clauses are already covered in your Smart Wedding Contracts 
Photographer Services Agreement. The clauses the photographer may insist upon include: 
limits of financial liability; failure to perform by accidents, riots, strikes, epidemics, acts of 
God, or any other legitimate conditions beyond their control including inclement weather; 
personal injury & equipment damage liability; non-payment; change of date or venue; 
emergencies/illness; postponement/rescheduling, and returned check charges.  If need be, add 
any clauses from the photographers’ contract, which are agreeable to you, under 
ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS. If more space is needed to enumerate all promises made 
you, make extra copies of this page. 

  
8. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
A) ADDITIONAL HOURS:  

Insert the agreed-upon rate in the space provided. Don’t take the photographers availability 
for granted. 

 
B) AGREEMENT/DISPUTES/JURISDICTION:  

Be careful about “Studio/Photographers” who insert an out of state and/or county location as 
the jurisdiction/place of arbitration. Should you need to pursue damages for an unfulfilled 
contract, it may be inconvenient for you to travel to the jurisdiction named in their contract. 
 

     What does “arbitration” mean?  
      Arbitration is a process whereby parties to a dispute mutually agree to an impartial referee 

who hears and makes a binding decision. This processes can be less expensive, more 
expedient, and more efficient than the court process. 

 
C) ALBUM DELIVERY TIME:  

Ask the photographer if they personally are creating the album. If they are, negotiate a real 
life time frame for it’s’ completion and delivery to you.   
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D) ALBUM DESIGN:  
This area will help you to clarify your options, pricing and expectations. You are committing 
to the number of days you will take to approve the album design as well as identifying the 
number of images you will be given to select from to build your album and the number of 
images likely to be used within the album. You are also negotiating the cost of additional 
pages and the number of changes allowed without incurring additional expenses.  

 
E) ARCHIVAL QUALITY AND ARCHIVING:   

This section addresses how long the photographer will archive images for and at what cost, if 
any. You are also clarifying what will happen to the images after a set period of time so that 
there are no surprises later on. Also read about CD/DVD Storage. 

  
F) ATTIRE:   

Describe the attire that you and the photographer (s) agree upon. If you are asking for 
anything outside of the ordinary, including formal wear, make certain that you are not 
inadvertently agreeing to pick up the tab.   

 
G) BREAKS AND MEALS:   

Describe what you and the photographer (s) have agreed upon including the type of meal (s),   
number and length of breaks.  Having most vendors eat at the same time as your guests is 
often the best plan. Reception facilities, banquet captains, and caterers often serve vendors 
last as they fear running out of food. Overcome this glitch by having the kitchen prepare 
meals specifically for the vendors. Tell the banquet captain when and where to serve these 
meals.    

 
H) CD/DVD STORAGE: 

Nothing to add 
 
I)  CANCELATION: 

While this area may feel uncomfortable you MUST get in writing exactly what your financial 
obligations will be if you need to cancel your photography contract. Negotiate cancellation 
penalties with varying time frame (s) [60 day, 90 day, 180 day etc], and percentage (s) owed 
the Photographer/Studio. 

 
J) CHANGE OF DATE OR VENUE: 

 Nothing to add 
 
K) COPYRIGHT/CLIENT/USAGE:  

You can negotiate, AND get in writing, no restriction reproduction rights to your pictures for 
non-commercial purposes.    
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L) EMERGENCIES: 
If the Photographer/Studio policy is different, insert the appropriate wording under (7) 
Additional Agreements / Special Provisions. 
 

M) EQUIPMENT: 
It is a good idea to be fairly specific about the type of equipment that the photographer will 
be using. There are many “want-to-be” wedding photographers in the market without the 
expensive camera lenses needed to unobtrusively shoot from a distance. 

 
N) EVENT GUIDE:  

Designating someone to identify the people in group shots will help the photographer greatly 
and therefore move things along so that you can join your guests sooner than later. 

 
O) EXCLUSIVE PHOTOGRAPHER: 

Every photographer wants to be certain that they have control of the shoot as they know how 
quickly things can get out of hand.  You do not want Aunt Sally’s flash camera throwing off 
the light settings on the photographers’ camera. 

 
P) FAILURE TO PERFORM/LIMITS OF LIABILITY: 

The Photographer Services Agreement uses language similar to that of most photographer 
contracts.   The photographer wants to know that he/she is protected from ever owing you 
more money than what you agreed to pay them.   

 
Q) GARMENTS: 

Having an assistant handy during your photo shoot will help you, and the photographer, to 
stay on track.   

 
R) HARASSMENT:   

This clause has been included more as a heads up for you than as a written means of 
protecting your photographer.  Your photographer leaving during your event because a guest  
is harassing him/her is a potential issue worthy of your designating someone to handle any 
problems which might occur. Similar situations may occur with DJ’s, bartenders, wait staff, 
videographers and others.  

 
S) IMAGE PROCESSING/PRINTING:  

 This clause makes you aware of the nuances of photography that can, and often does, affect    
 the final product.     

 
T) INSURANCE INFORMATION:   

Checking your venues vendor insurance requirements is prudent as, if your photographer is 
not properly insured; you may have to pay the premium. 
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U) INVALID PROVISIONS:   
  Nothing to add 
 

V) LIMITS OF LIABILITY: 
The photographer wants to make certain that he/she is protected from owing you more money 
than what you agreed to pay them.   

 
W) METHOD OF CANCELLATION:  

 If you cancel, send your notification by Certified Mail! 
 
X) MODEL RELEASE: 

Professional photographers will have similar clauses in their contracts. Be aware of the 
potential consequences of having your photographer take pictures of people at your event(s) 
who might be sensitive to their public usage. 

 
Y) OFFICIANT AND VENUE RESTRICTIONS: 

Clarify all photography restrictions with your venue and officiant and share this information 
with your photographer and or videographer.  
 

Z) ONLINE ALBUM:  
One way photographers earn money is by selling edited photographs to your guests. To do 
this they create a web site picture gallery where ordering images is made easy. This can get 
you out of the picture loop of people asking you for wedding pictures.  Photographers should 
clear with you their tasteful distribution of a personalized card that lets your guests know the 
web address where pictures may be viewed and ordered.    

 
Aa) PAYMENT POLICY: 

Most photographers will not put out their own money on your behalf to pay for any portion 
of your order. Expect to read contracts stating that no part of any order, including previews, 
will be delivered unless the balance is paid in full.   

 
Bb) PERMITS AND NON-PHOTOGRAPHY ASSIGNMENTS: 

 Nothing to add 
 
Cc) PRE-EVENT CONSULTATION:  

Negotiate a time frame for going over vital details with your photographer.  While 
thoroughly discussing your wedding day shoot schedule, refined shot list, etc. may seem like 
a no-brainer, this critical element is all too often left until the last minute (especially by 
photographers who are contracted through a large studio).  It is best not to be making last-
minute timing adjustments with your wedding party and key vendors because a 
photographer is slow to communicate. Also read; “Time is of the Essence”.  
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Dd) PRICE PROTECTION: 
Negotiate the time frame for which current pricing is protected. You might consider 
obtaining a dated “prints price list” from the photographer/studio. 

 
Ee) PRODUCT DELIVERY: 

Ask the photographer or studio for their input and fill in the blanks.     
 
Ff) PROOFS: 

Proofs can be negotiated for. 
 
Gg) REFERRAL FEES: 
       Find out if the photographer is receiving or paying a referral fee for your business.  
 
Hh) REQUESTED PHOTOS: 

Upfront wedding photographers will spell out the potential difficulties inherent in shooting 
a wedding, as well as explain reasonable expectations. Prioritizing your must have photos 
for the photographer will likely work best. It helps greatly to designate someone to help the 
photographer move key people through your groupings. 

 
Ii) RESCHEDULE/POSTPONEMENT:   

  Your goal is to minimize loss while negotiating a credit for monies paid.   
 
Jj) RESPONSIBILITIES:  

Nothing to add 
 
Kk) RETURNED CHECKS: 

  Nothing to add 
 
Ll) RIGHT OF RESCISSION: 

This clause can be used when time is needed to finalize your decision but you still want to 
reach a written general understanding as to the services, and charges, of the photographer you 
are considering. If you are not using the clause, write Na (not applicable) in the blank space. 

 
Mn) SHOOT SCHEDULE: 
        Getting very clear about who needs to be where and when greatly helps the process of  
        scheduling the rest of the elements on your most special day. 
 
Nn) SUBSTITUTION/ASSIGNMENT POLICY: 

It is not uncommon for individual photographers or studios to double book a date and 
substitute/assign a different photographer than the one the couple has met and whose work 
they admired. You can reduce the likelihood of this occurring by negotiating the right to 
approve the substitution/assignment or having your money refunded.  
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Oo) TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE: 
“Time is of the Essence” is a phrase in a contract that means that performance by one party 
at or within the period specified in the contract is necessary to enable that party to require 
performance by the other party.  
 
The clause in effect says: the specified time and dates in this agreement are vital and thus, 
mandatory, and "we mean it." Therefore, any delay, reasonable or not, slight or not, will be 
grounds for cancelling the agreement or enforcing a penalty. The fact is that a late arriving 
vendor can cause others to scramble, work overtime (at your expense) and disrupt the flow 
of you day. This clause is a two way street! 

 
Pp) TOUCH UPS/IMAGE MANIPULATION:  

Do not assume that your wedding photographer will touch up all key pictures. In the space 
provided define what is included as well as the fees for more serious image manipulation.  

 
Qq) TRAVEL FEE/EXPENSES: 

A photographer may expect that expenses such as parking, shipping, or destination  
travel fees be reimbursed. Set a limit to the expenses that your photographer can incur 
entering this information under Additional Charges/Expenses/Accommodations.  

 
SIGNATURES, PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT: 

Make a copy of this Photographer/Studio Services Agreement page as it contains the 
information your day of coordinator will need to contact the vendor.  
 

FINAL NOTE: 
Please help us to improve this “Instructions for Completing this Services Agreement” by 
sending constructive comments to: TheWeddingProfessor@gmail.com 
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Photographer/Studio Services Agreement 
 

This Photographer/Studio Services Agreement (the “Agreement”) is dated as of the __________ 
of___________, 20____, by and between _________________________________”Studio” 
and_______________________________________ “Client”; collectively called the “Parties”. 
 
The Parties agree as follows: 
 

 1. SERVICES:  
 The person(s) whose signature(s) appear on this contract, known as  
 ______________________________Client(s), agree that _____________________________,   
 known as Studio/Photographer, shall provide services to photograph a wedding and related  
 events to the best of his/her abilities, in the manner described in this document and addendums  
 hereto, if applicable. 
 

 
2. FINAL PRODUCTS include: 

    ____________________________________________________________________________ 
    ____________________________________________________________________________ 
    ____________________________________________________________________________   
    ____________________________________________________________________________ 
     

Additional print fee and product rates: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
3. PAYMENT: 
Client, in consideration of the services and products to be rendered by Photographer/Studio 
and the mutual promises contained herein, hereby agrees to pay Photographer/Studio the 
following consideration: 
A retainer fee of $__________ secures the services of Photographer/Studio for the 
engagement date (s).  This amount shall be applied toward the total fee which is $_________. 
Final payment in the amount of $____________ is due _________ day (s) prior to the event. 
 
Payment Policies: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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4.  NOTICE:  
Any notice required to be given to either Party under this Agreement shall be sent via 
certified mail to the appropriate address as follows: 

 
If to Client:      If to Contractor: 
____________________________   ___________________________ 
____________________________   ___________________________  
____________________________   ___________________________ 

 
5. ADDITIONAL CHARGES/EXPENSES/ACCOMODATIONS 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
6. TIME & PLACE OF SERVICE 
 
Date (s) and hours of coverage:  

    ____________________________________________________________________________ 
     

Ceremony Time and Location: 
    ____________________________________________________________________________ 
    

Reception Time and Location: 
    ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Other Time (s) and Location (s): 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
     NOTES: 

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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7. ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS/ SPECIAL PROVISIONS:  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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8. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
A) ADDITIONAL HOURS:  

Any agreement for services beyond those stated above shall be in writing, initialed by Client 
and Photographer/Studio. Such services shall be at the rate of $__________ per half hour.   

 
B) AGREEMENT/DISPUTES/JURISDICTION:  

This is a binding contract which incorporates the entire understanding of the parties, and any 
modifications must be in writing, signed by both parties, and physically attached to the 
original agreement. The laws of the state of _______________________ shall govern this 
contract, and any resulting arbitration shall take place in ________________________.  

 
Any and all disagreement between the parties shall be submitted to binding arbitration as 
agreed by the parties and in accordance with the law of the above referenced state. In the 
event the parties do not agree to arbitration as practiced in the aforementioned jurisdiction, 
disputes shall be resolved in accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration 
Association. 

 
No amendment or waiver of any terms is binding unless set forth in writing and signed by all 
parties to the agreement. Studio/Photographer is not obligated to perform any service 
described in this agreement for the Client if payment is not made as stated in this Agreement. 

 
C) ALBUM DELIVERY TIME:  

Album delivery is normally ____ to ____ weeks from time images are submitted.  Client will 
not hold Photographer/Studio responsible for late or delayed albums if the production and 
printing is outside of his/her control. 
 

D) ALBUM DESIGN:  
Bride must approve complete album design within ____ days from date first displayed. After 
that date Photographer/Studio will assume approval from bride for album design and deliver 
album as displayed. 

 
Clients will be asked to select between ____ and ____ images for their personal album. Not 
all images selected will be put in the album. The number of images put in the album will be 
between _____ and ______ and will vary by design of the album. Client will have the option 
of adding more pages to the album (s) for an additional charge of $______ per spread. Clients 
are asked to mark images that MUST appear in the album. 

 
Clients are entitled to ____ major changes* for _____ page album spreads and one additional 
change for each additional ________ page spread. *A major change is the re-design of a 
spread. 
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E) ARCHIVAL QUALITY AND ARCHIVING:  
  Photographer/Studio warrants that album and prints will be printed on acid-free, archival   
  quality photographic paper.  

 
Upon ______ months after the wedding date the Client will be given the option to purchase 
the negatives and or the digital negative files for $______.  If the Client declines to purchase 
the aforementioned negatives the Client will be given two options: 

 
1. The Photographer/Studio will continue to archive and protect the files for _____ more 

months; the Client will be charged an archival cost of $________. 
2. The Clients negatives and/or digital images will be destroyed and no longer be available in 

any form. 
 
F) ATTIRE:  

_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
G) BREAKS AND MEALS:   

________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 
H) CD/DVD STORAGE:  

Due to the lack of information about how long CDs and DVDs can hold information, 
Studio/Photographer recommends you back up your images on another media format other 
than CD or DVD. Studio/Photographer also recommends making multiple copies of CDs and 
DVDs every year to insure the files are usable for years to come. Studio/Photographer cannot 
be held responsible for the failure of CD’s/DVD’s due to mishandling. 

 
I) CANCELATION: See also “Reschedule/Postponement”  

If Client cancels the order for photography services, and the Photographer/Studio is able to 
contract another event at an acceptable value for the cancelled date; all monies paid 
Photographer/Studio is to be refunded Client within _________ days of Photographer/Studio 
having contracted the substitute engagement. Furthermore, Photographer/Studio warrants that 
in the event of cancellation, reasonable effort will be made to secure a replacement 
assignment. In the event of a cancelation within ________days of the event, the Client shall 
pay ______ % of the balance of contract.   In the event of a cancelation within ________ days 
of the event, the Client shall pay ______ % of the balance of contract.   In the event of a 
cancelation within ________ days of the event, the Client shall pay ______ % of the balance 
of contract.    

 
Cancellation by either party to this agreement must be made in writing, signed by the 
cancelling contracted party, and sent via Certified Mail by the United State Post Office.  
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J) CHANGE OF DATE OR VENUE:   
Photographer/Studio must be notified of any changes in schedule or location at least one week 
prior to the scheduled date of event. Notification of changes can be made by phone along with 
written notice via e mail for documentation. If an email is sent, a confirmation receipt must be 
in writing. It is the Client’s responsibility to confirm all arrangements at least 7 days prior to 
the event. In the event of change of address or contact information (time, etc.) as listed, Client 
must notify Photographer/Studio.  

  
K) COPYRIGHT/CLIENT USAGE:  

 Insert policy under (7) ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS/SPCIAL PROVISIONS. 
  

L) EMERGENCIES:  
 Emergencies such as serious illness or death to the signing parties to this agreement or to  
 their immediate families will cause this agreement to be null and void. Photographer/Studio  
 will return any retainer and will not charge for time or material expenses incurred while  
 preparing for the shoot. Client (s) as well as Photographer/Studio must produce  
 documentation in writing showing cause stating reason, relationship, and have an excuse  
 signed by an attending physician, charge nurse or funeral director. For the purpose of this  
 agreement immediate family will consist of parents, stepparents, brothers, sisters, spouses,  
 children, stepchildren, grandchildren and grandparents, as well as Photographer and the bride  
 and groom. 

 
M) EQUIPMENT: 

 Photographer/Studio warrants that he/she will shoot Clients wedding event (s) using  
 appropriate photographic equipment and also have backup equipment on hand. 

 
N) EVENT GUIDE:  

The Client will be responsible for (or have someone designated for this responsibility) 
identifying people/objects of whom/which specific photographs are desired. The photographer 
will NOT be held accountable for not photographing desired people if there is no one to assist 
in identifying or gathering people for photographs.  

  
O) EXCLUSIVE PHOTOGRAPHER:  

 In order for the Client to receive the best service and most compelling photos possible   
 Photographer/Studio must be the exclusive professional photographer hired by Clients for the  
 purpose of photographing the wedding. Additional professional photographers may be  
 employed only with prior written permission from Photographer/Studio.  Family and friends  
 of Clients are welcome to photograph the wedding as long as they will not interfere with  
 Photographer/Studio duties. The photographer will request Client intervention if a guest is  
 inhibiting Studio/Photographers ability to document Clients wedding. The Clients reserve the  
 right to retain the services of a videographer to record the wedding ceremony and reception.  
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P) FAILURE TO PERFORM/LIMITS OF LIABILITY: 
If the Studio/Photographer cannot perform this contract due to fire or other casualty, strike,  
act of God, or other cause beyond the control of the parties or due to the Photographer’s  
illness or emergency, the Clients’ sole remedy for any actions or claims shall be limited to a  
refund whose total amount cannot exceed the total monies paid by Client under this  
Agreement during the time preceding the date on which such liability arises. 
 
Limitation on liability shall also apply in the event that photographic materials are damaged  
in processing, lost through camera malfunction, lost in the mail, or otherwise lost or damaged  
without fault on the part of Studio/Photographer.  

 
Q) GARMENTS:  

 Studio/Photographer cannot be held responsible for damage to garments during  
 environmental events. Client is responsible to arrange personal assistants for wedding 
 garments.  
 

R) HARASSMENT: 
 In the event Photographer or his/her employee (s) experience any inappropriate, threatening, 
 hostile, or offensive behavior from any guest or other person during any event included in   
 this agreement (including, but not limited to, unwelcome sexual advances and verbal or   
 physical conduct of a sexual nature) then the following process shall be followed: first   
 offense: a verbal warning will be issued to a family member of the Client; second offense; the   
 offending person shall be required to leave the wedding or event; third offense; Photographer  
 (s) will immediately leave the event. Studio/Photographer shall be entitled to retain all  
 monies paid hereunder and Client agrees to relieve and hold Studio/Photographer harmless as  
 a result of incomplete photography coverage.  
  

S) IMAGE PROCESSING/PRINTING: 
Studio/Photographer takes the utmost care with respect to the exposure, editing and production 
of products and services offered. Every effort will be made to assure satisfaction according to 
the Studios professional standards. However, the Studio/Photographer is not responsible for 
subjective interpretations of photography. 

 
Due to the limited and subjective nature of the event, Photographer/Studio cannot be held 
responsible for requested photographs not taken or missed, lack of coverage resulting from 
weather conditions, or schedule complications caused by, but not limited to, anyone in or at 
the event, or by the church or location restrictions or the rendering of decorations of the 
location.  The photographer is not responsible for lost photo opportunities due to other 
cameras or flashes, lateness of the bride, groom, or other principles.  

 
Images are edited at Photographer/Studio discretion, and delivered prints may not include all 
images shot. Photographer/Studio reserves the creative right to edit and release only those 
deemed creditable as professional in quality and within the photographer’s artistic standards. 
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T) INSURANCE INFORMATION:  
If needed, "Studio/Photographer" will provide “Client” a copy of his/her liability insurance 
policy _____ weeks prior to event date. 

 
U) INVALID PROVISIONS:  

If a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Agreement to be invalid, such 
invalidity shall not affect the remainder of the Agreement; the invalid provision shall be 
deemed severed from it and the remainder of the Agreement shall remain enforceable in 
accordance with its terms and of full force and effect. 

  
V) LIMITS OF LIABILITY: See item (R) FAILURE TO PERFORM/LIMITS OF LIABILITY 
 
W) METHOD OF CANCELLATION:  

Studio/Photographer must be notified of cancellation in writing and is not responsible for  
lost or undelivered mail. 

 
X) MODEL RELEASE:  

Client agrees to indemnify and defend Photographer/Studio against any and all claims,    
liability, damages, costs, and expenses, including reasonable legal fees and expenses arising  
out of any use of any photographs for which Clients guests provided no release to the   
Photographer/Studio for any photographs, which are illegally altered by Client. Unless so  
furnished, in writing, no release exists. 

 
Y) OFFICIANT AND VENUE RESTRICTIONS:  

Client is instructed that the need for permission is frequently encountered and can include   
  such items as using a flash within a church, taking pictures during a ceremony, and  
  photography site usage fees. See also “Permits and Non-photography Assignments”.  
 
Z) ONLINE ALBUM:  

Photographer will make an online gallery available for ______ days. Client agrees ____ OR  
does not agree _____ to distribute a small notice to guests with the web address of event  
and event ID information.   

 
Aa) PAYMENT POLICY:  

 Insert policy under #3 Payment 
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Bb) PERMITS AND NON-PHOTOGRAPHY ASSIGNMENTS: 
 Obtaining permits, special letters of access or other permissions that may be required to use  
 a site for a professional photographic assignment are the responsibility of CLIENT. Fees  
 associated with the obtaining of special permits are the responsibility of CLIENT and are not  
 cited within the Agreement. Financial obligations associated with the failure to obtain the  
 permissions or to obtain correct permissions are the responsibility of CLIENT. Lack of  
 permits is not a “Failure to Perform” under this Agreement and all fees associated with the  
 assignment are due to Photographer/Studio. Any stipulation of this Agreement that would  
 require Photographer/Studio to violate the law or violate the wishes of site management is  
 null and void and is not a “Failure to Perform” by Photographer/Studio. 

 
Cc) PRE-EVENT CONSULTATION:    

 Photographer will contact Client ____ days prior to wedding date to go over details of the  
 assignment including a time line for the anticipated shoot schedule.  

 
Dd) PRICE PROTECTION:  

Photographer/Studio warrants all prices quoted for professional services, photographs and   
  albums are valid for a period of ____ months following the date of the event. Orders placed  
  after then are subject to the studios then current published pricing. Supply of products by  

outside manufacturers may change at any time. In that event, substitutions may need to be     
made.  

 
Ee) PRODUCT DELIVERY:  

Upon notification, the Client must arrange the pickup and delivery of album prints within a 
reasonable time period, not to exceed ____ days after notification. Photographer/Studio is 
not responsible for damage that may be incurred while the proofs and/or other final products 
are in storage after said ____ days. The terms of this agreement are valid for ___ months 
after the date of the event. If no correspondence has been received by that date, this 
agreement shall be considered completed. 

 
High resolution digital files may be available for an additional fee and may include a release 
to obtain unlimited reprints for personal use. Files are optimized for a photo lab to reproduce 
a ______ print and not retouched. High resolution digital files included with a wedding 
album purchase are available and deliverable when the completed album is delivered and 
accepted by the Client.  
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Ff) PROOFS:  
 “Proofs” are defined as the images selected by the photographer at its sole discretion for   
 presentation or delivery to Client. Such selection shall constitute all images that will be made  
 available to Client and, once selected, shall be deemed as fulfillment of the Proofs section of  
 the package. Proofs may or may not include artistic enhancements or touch-ups.  

 
 Therefore, Proofs should not be construed as an indicator of quality of the final product. Final  
 print images may have additional retouching applied for a consistent and pleasing  
 presentation.  

 
Gg) REFERRAL FEES: 
 Photographer/Studio is __ is not__ paying or receiving a referral fee. Amount if any $_____ 
 
Hh) REQUESTED PHOTOS:  

Photographer/Studio will do its’ best to fulfill all requests but can make no guarantee all 
images will be delivered. Client understands that this is an uncontrolled event and the due 
vagaries of the weather, available light, time restrictions, and willingness of subjects 
Photographer/Studio cannot guarantee that all requested photos will be taken. While we 
make the best effort possible, we do not guarantee that everyone will be photographed, nor 
do we guarantee the exact number of images of any one person at the wedding or the exact 
total picture count.  

 
Ii)  RESCHEDULE/POSTPONEMENT:  

In the event that Client reschedules or postpones the wedding, and Photographer/Studio is    
able to rebook the original wedding date, Client will receive a ____% credit for all monies 
paid. A new contract may be required. The new package price will reflect pricing in effect 
when the   date change occurs. In the event that Client reschedules the wedding and   
Photographer/Studio is not able to rebook the original wedding date, Client forfeits ___%  
of the retainer but will receive credit for all other monies paid. Credit may be applied to 
coverage within _______ months of original date provided Photographer/Studio is available.  
 

Jj) RESPONSIBILITIES:  
It is the clients’ responsibility to see that the persons to be photographed are available, on 
time and cooperative. Client may assign one family member (preferably not in the event 
party) to point out key people to Photographer/Studio during the event.  

 
Kk) RETURNED CHECKS:  

Returned checks are subject to a $_______ returned check fee. Client assumes responsibility 
for any and all collection costs and legal fees incurred by Studio/Photographer in the event 
that the enforcement of this contract becomes necessary.   
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Ll) RIGHT OF RESCISSION:  
Client has the right to a ________ day grace period to exit this contract without the loss of 
any monies. “Photographer/Studio” must be notified in writing, by certified mail, of any 
rescission.    
   

Mm) SHOOT SCHEDULE:  
 Studio/Photographer will outline and review their proposed photography shoot schedule,   

  including times and locations, ______ days prior to the event date.   
   

Nn) SUBSTITUTION/ASSIGNMENT POLICY:  
In the event that Studio/Photographer, for any reason, needs to send a substitute 
photographer, Client reserves the right to approve same. If Client disapproves of the 
substitution, Studio/Photographer will refund all monies paid within ______ days of 
notifying Client of the impending substitution/assignment, and the existing contract  
will become null and void. 

 
Oo) TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE:  

Performance by one party at or within the period specified in the contract is necessary to 
enable that party to require performance by the other party. The specified time and dates in 
this agreement are vital and thus, mandatory. Therefore, any delay, reasonable or not, slight 
or not, will be grounds for cancelling the agreement or enforcing any specified liquidated 
damages.   

 
Pp) TOUCH UPS/IMAGE MANIPULATION:  

 
Included touch ups defined:  
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Our studio reserves the right to charge digital darkroom time for additional changes at our 
standard rate of $_____ per hour. Basic facial blemishes, makeup and stray hair retouching is 
subject to $____ per subject, per image. Additional retouching requires a custom quote. Such 
retouching may include, but is not limited to, environmental effects, clothing, reflections in 
glasses, opening closed eyes, removal/insertion of family members, hired wedding personnel, 
fixtures etc. 

 
Qq) TRAVEL FEES/EXPENSES:  

  Insert policy under (5) ADDITIONAL EXPENSES/CHARGES/ACCOMODATIONS 
 
FINAL NOTE: 
        Please help us to improve this Services Agreement by sending your suggestion to: 
        TheWeddingProfessor@gmail.com   
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SIGNATURES, PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT  
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties have executed this Agreement on __________________________. 
 
“CLIENT” (S):     “Photographer/Studio” - CONTRACTOR 
 
___________________________________  ______________________________________ 
Signature (s)      Signature (s) 
 
___________________________________  ______________________________________ 
Name (please print)     Name (please print) 
 
___________________________________  ______________________________________ 
Signature (s)      Signature (s) 
 
___________________________________  ______________________________________ 
Name (please print)     Name (please print)   
 
___________________________________  ______________________________________ 
Title (if applicable)     Title (if applicable) 
 
Brides contact information: Day time number (s) _____________________Cell:_____________________ 
 
Brides E-mail address:____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Brides mailing address:___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Couple’s address post wedding:____________________________________________________________ 
 
Grooms contact information: Day time number (s) ____________________Cell:_____________________ 
 
Grooms E-mail address: __________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other Party: Name____________________________ Day time number (s) _________________________ 
 
Contractor’s contact information: Day time number (s) ______________Cell:________________________ 
 
Contractor’s E-mail address: _______________________ Web address ____________________________ 
 
Contractor’s mailing address: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
These forms and instructions are not intended to be a substitute for legal advice. 
Employment relationships are governed by both federal and state law.  Many of the state 
laws differ dramatically, therefore the “Client” and the “Contractor” should become familiar 
with the laws of their specific state and the federal government before entering into this type 
of arrangement.  In addition, before using the form you should always consult with your 
attorney to ensure that it addresses your specific situation.  
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For Photographer/Studio Review: 
 
Smart Wedding Contracts Has Been Composed with You and the Bride in Mind 
Dozens of Photography industry contracts were reviewed to ascertain the wording and clauses most  
often used to represent the interests of your colleagues. Many of these clauses have been incorporated  
into the Photographer/Studio Services Agreement, while space has also been allocated for you and the 
bride to add other agreements pertinent to your specific needs. 
 
Educated Brides Respect their Vendors 
As an experienced wedding professional, you are probably well aware that it is a bride’s vendors that can 
make or break her big day. The bride who gave you this document and, that is interested in contracting 
your services, knows this and consequently wants to co-create with you a clear agreement that is for your 
mutual benefit.   
  
Avoid Miscommunications with the Bride 
The Photographer/Studio Services Agreement that you will review was penned by a Certified Wedding 
Consultant who has over 650 weddings worth of experience. Smart Wedding Contracts were designed  
to help wedding professionals and their clients avoid miscommunications by raising key questions early 
on in their relationship. Legal review of the agreements was provided by retired Superior Court judges. 
 
Circumvent Financial Surprises 
The emotional satisfaction a bride may feel when making the decision to hire you can still leave much 
unsaid and unwritten about the responsibilities of each party to the contract. Getting all agreements, 
especially financial, down on paper as soon as possible, can help calm pre-wedding jitters.   
 
Want to Use or Incorporate Your Own Contract? 
Your bride prospect wants her interests protected.  If you choose to use your standard contract, please 
reference the provided Photographer/Studio Contract Addendum in the body of your agreement. You and 
your bride prospect will need to agree upon which clauses from the Photographer/Studio Services 
Agreement will be inserted into the Photographer/Studio Services Contract Addendum. Co-sign the 
documents retaining one of the copies for your records. 
 
Thank you in advance for helping to improve the clarity of contracts used in the wedding industry.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Richard Cadieux 
The Wedding Professor 
SmartWeddingContracts@gmail.com    
SmartWeddingContracts.com 
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Photographer/Studio Contract Addendum 
  

 
This document is an addendum to that contract dated _____________________20___________ 
between_________________________________________________(“Photographer/Studio”) 
and____________________________________________ (“Client”) collectively called The 
“Parties”. 
 
The “Parties” further agree as follows: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
_________________________________    _____________________________    ____________ 
Client Signature (s)     Photographer/Studio Rep     Dated 
 
_________________________________    _____________________________    ___________ 
Client Signature (s)     Photographer/Studio Rep      Dated 
 
Page ___ of ____ 
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The "Parties" further agree as follows: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
___________________________________    _____________________________   __________ 
Client Signature (s)     Photographer/Studio Rep      Dated 
 
___________________________________    _____________________________   __________ 
Client Signature (s)     Photographer/Studio Rep     Dated 
 
Page ___ of ____ 
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